Subject: Your account is being used by another person! (fwd)
Posted by Anonymous on Thu, 08 Aug 2019 00:59:10 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Originally posted by: AtariSales
Thanx! =-=Ben=-=
---------- Forwarded message ---------On Wed, 7 Aug 2019, Tony Gould wrote:
I've gotten these. Just ignore it. These guys send it out like Spam to
hundreds of email addresses at a time hoping someone takes the bait and
pays them. I find it annoying more than anything.
Take care
Tony
---------- Forwarded message ---------Date: Mon, 5 Aug 2019 21:37:00 +0300
Hello!
I am a hacker who has access to your operating system. I also have full
access to your account.
> Liar!
I've been watching you for a few months now. The fact is that you were
infected with malware through an adult site that you visited.
> Liar! I Don't Visit Adult Sites!
If you are not familiar with this, I will explain. Trojan Virus gives me
full access and control over a computer or other device. This means that
I can see everything on your screen, turn on the camera and microphone,
but you do not know about it.
> Liar!!! I Use Atari! My Atari Has No Microphone Or Camera! My Atari Is
> Trojan Proof!It's More Likely I Could Write A Trojan Horse On My Atari,
> For Your Computer! And I Only Program On Atari B.A.S.I.C.! Liar!!!
I also have access to all your contacts and all your correspondence.
> Liar! You Don't Have Access! My Computer, Is Primitive, Archaic, One
> Might Say Ancient! This Is To My Advantage!
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Why your antivirus did not detect malware? Answer: My malware uses the
driver, I update its signatures every 4 hours so that your antivirus is
silent.
> Liar!
I made a video showing how you satisfy yourself in the left half of the
screen, and in the right half you see the video that you watched. With
one click of the mouse, I can send this video to all your emails and
contacts on social networks. I can also post access to all your e-mail
correspondence and messengers that you use.
> Ha, Ha, Ha! Go Ahead, Make My Day! LOL!!!
If you want to prevent this,transfer the amount of$500 to my bitcoin address(if you do not know how to do this, write to Google: "BuyBitcoin").
My bitcoin address (BTC Wallet) is:
> Forget You! Anybody Reading This, Save Your Money From Extortionists!
> Don't Pay!
After receiving the payment, I will delete the video and you will never
hear me again. I give you 50 hours (more than 2 days) to pay. I have a
notice reading this letter, and the timer will work when you see this
letter.
> LOL!!! Liar! Too Late!!!
Filing a complaint somewhere does not make sense because this email can
not be tracked like my bitcoin address. I do not make any mistakes.
> Give It A Rest!
If I find that you have shared this message with someone else, the video
will be immediately distributed.
> When You Shine The Light, The Darkness Disapears! Cockroaches Scurry!
Best regards!
> Yeah, Sure! Liar!
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